One
big tap
w

Mercying the giant state
and federal water
projects
\

By Michael Doyle

T

ha: planets finally aligned
tk emselves this year, promis ng a new era for one of the
Wtst’s largest and most contr wersial water projects tk e Central Valley Project.
Now, Califc rnia’s politicians, farmers
and environmental activists are busily
exercising tlieir free will to shape the
details of th.s different age.
While IT any specifics remain foggy,
pending or -going negotiations, the
broad outlii ies seem evident. Rivers
and wildlife -efugeswill get more water
from the vist Central Valley Project,
some margiiial farmland could dry up,
and Souther11California will be allowed
to stick :I s raw into a water source
heretofore c edicated to Central Valley
farmers. Sonie city residents will probably pay higher power rates in the
interest o f c:nvironmental protection,
and, not lea: t, political reputations will
be built up
eroded.
All of tkis - the first reshaping of
the CVP since Congress authorized the
massive wet of canals and reservoirs in
1935 - is h ippening now rather than
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at some other time for a constellation of
very specific reasons. The current year
simply represents the maturing of elements long in the making.
“Alot of different forces have come
together here -and maybe something
good will happen,” said Democratic
Representative Vic Fazio of West Sacramento.
Several years of groundwork and
maneuvering brought Congress to the
point where the Senate in April passed
one, very preliminary version of Central Valley Project reform legislation
while House members are working out
their own. With an election-minded
Congress scheduled to call it quits early,
and all controversies by no means quieted, there’s still a fair possibility that a
final compromise may be out of reach
in 1992. In May, for instance, the poisonous old water-war rhetoric rose
again, bringing up the possibility that
politicians could fail to take advantage
of the propitious moment.
Even so, consider the following:
0 Six consecutive years of drought
have forced California policy-makers to
think long and hard about where the
state’s water is going; and this, inevitably, has spurred reconsideration of the
federally owned CVP, which delivers

about 20 percent of the state’s water.
With 238 mostly agricultural contractors between Redding and Bakersfield,
the CVP provides the backbone for the
state’s $18 billion-a-year agricultural
production. Unfortunately, it has also
contributed to the loss of 95 percent of
California’s wetlands, the poisoning of
areas like the Kesterson National Wildlife Refuge in western Merced County
and the reduction in salmon spawning
habitat from 3000 miles ofusable streams
to fewer than 300 miles. Where once
the winter-run chinook salmon numbered over 100,000on the Sacramento
River, now there are fewer than 200.
A trickle of 40-year irrigation contracts serving the south San Joaquin
Valley that started coming up for renewal in 1989 hrther focused attention
on the irrigation project’senvironmental
consequences. Legal challenges to the
automatic renewal of these contracts,
raised most notably by the Natural Resources Defense Council in federal court
in Sacramento, and the realization that
dozens of contracts will mature in the
next few years, further retarded the
resurgence of the status quo.
Politically, too, 1992 is a flowering
of developments several years in the
Continued next page
making.
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Governor Pete Wilson and his resources secretary, Douglas Wheeler,
are showing a more activist vein than
their predecessors. In Washington, on
one side of Capitol Hill, Martinez Democrat George Miller is in his first full year
as chairman of the House Interior and
Insular Affairs Committee and in the
ideal vantage point to push his longheld interest in reforming the Central
Valley Project.
On the other side of Capitol Hill,
Democratic Senator Bill Bradley of New
Jersey shares many of Miller’sgoals and
chairs the Senate subcommittee with
jurisdiction over energy and water issues. Significantly,the wily chairman of
the full Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee -Louisiana Democrat Bennett Johnston - has likewise
thrust himself into the California water
fray. Johnston’s motives may be complicated: He’s a serious lawmaker whose
committee positions and instincts get
him involved in serious policy issues,
and he commands a talented staff that
doesn’t shy away from big problems.
He’s also the proud father of Bennett
Johnston 111, a congressional candidate
for the San Francisco House seat being
. abandoned by U S . Senate candidate
Barbara Boxer. Lobbyists and congressional staffers have spent more than a
few minutes wondering whether there’s
some connection between Johnston’s
interest in CVP legislation and his environmentalist son’s candidacy. Said one
active player in the debate: “Everybody
is convinced there is.”

T

he Central Valley’s agri-business
interests, who until relatively recently thought they could hold off
change, now have read the handwriting on the Capitol’swall. Though by no
means united, the farmers who’ve had
a lock on more than 80 percent of the
CVP‘s water for decades have now
made the significant decision to sit at
the bargaining table. That means the
question becomes not whether, but
what kind of reforms will be wrought
on the CVP. Some of this message has
had to come from the top down as the
valley’s traditional political protectors
let it be known that compromise rather
than stonewalling has become the right
approach. Environmental activists still
complain that their opposite numbers
aren’t bargaining in good faith, but
there are very real signs of progress.
“We’re poised for change,” said
Jason Peltier, manager of the Central
306

Valley Project Water Association. “We,
the water users, acknowledge the need
for change, so we’re poised to take
that first critical step -but we’re also
poised for battle. ... I’m frankly frustrated that we’ve had so much movement, and the environmental community is ignoring it.”
It was the valley’s farming interests, in conjunction with Southern
California’s powerful Metropolitan
Water District, that drafted the CVP
legislation introduced by Republican
U.S. Senator John Seymour. The
Seymour legislation is derided as insufficient by environmental activists and
their congressional allies, with Bradley
contending the measure “in its present
form would represent a severe and
unwarranted setback for the state of
California.”Seymour acknowledges his
bill will change before it becomes law,
while at the same time pointing his
finger at environmentalists for “their
utter lack of willingness to find a reasonable balance.” Rhetoric notwithstanding, even congressional redistricting and pending Senate retirements
have contributed to the momentum for
change.
The California Supreme Court’s
redrawing of the state’s congressional
lines put Fazio into a more rural Sacramento Valley district. Fazio has always
been a force to be reckoned with on
water issues affecting the state, by virtue of his legislative skills and position
on the pork-dispensing House appropriations subcommittee on energy and
water. But with a new batch of farmers
to represent, Fazio has thrust himself
more aggressively into the policy debate over the CVP’s future.
“Obviously,I have more interest in
the subject,” Fazio said. “I haven’t
changed my views, but I have a different district.”
The enlistment of Fazio adds clout
to the Central Valley’s team, which
back in 1989 was hit hard by the
resignation of House Majority Whip
Tony Coelho of Los Banos. Since then,
Democratic Representatives Richard
Lehman of Sanger and freshman Calvin
Dooley of Visalia, in particular, have
banded together to represent the valley’s
farm and water interests in negotiations
with the reform-minded Miller. Though
there was a moment earlier this year
when it appeared that Lehman and
Dooley might end up running against
each other in the same congressional
district, the two generally have worked

together well. Last year, notably, the
two hammered out a compromise on
irrigation subsidy reform with Miller;
the specifics of this reform proposal,
which passed the House overwhelmingly, remain caught up in the larger
fight over the CVP’s future, but the fact
of the deal shows the valley team’s
potential. Now, it could just well be that
Fazio, Lehman and Dooley, with Democratic Representative Gary Condit of
Ceres contributing his part, may prove
a more stable force than if the valley
were relying on a single congressional
superpower.

A

taste of the valley Democrats’capacity came in March when Johnston
and Bradley wanted to move their version of CVP reform legislation out of
committee. The measure would have
guaranteed the Central Valley’s fish and
wildlife 1.5 million acre-feet of water
annually, out of the CVP’s average annual supply of seven million acre-feet.
Seymour’s legislation, by contrast, offered an eventual guarantee of 526,000
acre-feet of water for the valley’s 15
wildlife refuges. (The amount of water
being offered for environmental protection has become shorthand for larger
differences, and is hardly the whole
picture - but it’s illustrative.) Seymour
also would assure farmers a lock on their
current 40-year contracts, and would
provide about $8 million a year for
environmental restoration. Johnston’s
proposal would have limited contract
renewals to 20 years and provided about
$30 million annually for environmental
work, raised through fees on the CVP’s
water and power users.
Seymour didn’t have to fear the
defection of his fellow Republicans on
the Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee, but the panel’s Democrats
had little reason to help the freshman
GOP lawmaker. Fazio, Lehman and
Dooley helped peel two or three away
from Johnston -just enough that the
committee chairman on March 19th let
the Seymour version pass through his
panel as a temporary step. I don’t like
this bill, Johnston essentially said, but I
can count votes. The Senate’s action
meant the issue was lateraled to the
House for continued negotiations.
Not least among the reasons for
final action this year is the pending
retirement of Utah Senator Jake Gam.
The Republican Garn badly wants congressional approval of the Central Utah
Project’s final stages before he blasts off
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into private life. The Utah project is one
of the largest of more than 30 other
irrigation fa<ilities now legislatively attached to the CVP reform bill; and as the
massive wa:er projects bill starts to
sputter, Gal n’s intense desire could
provide just the fuel needed to overcome last-m .nute barriers.
When €;ouse and Senate negotiators finally c o meet to iron out a CVP
bill, their leziders will not share every
interest. Mil:er, for instance, thunders
about large Brms receiving cheap water, such as tlie J.G. Boswell Company’s
23,000-acre Boston Ranch in Fresno
and Kings cc unties being split on paper
so that it’s eligible for $2 million a year
in water sul)sidies. The existing laws
are supposed to limit the subsidized
rates to fitrrrs of 960 acres or less, but
congression:11 investigators have found
that smart firmers and their lawyers
have come I p with ways around these
restrictions.
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radle),, x ihile sounding none too
pleased ivith subsidies going to J.G.
Boswell anc. the valley’s other large
farming ope]ations, quickly made clear
that his inter ?st is in reform of the CVP
more than strictly tightening rules on
which farms get subsidized water. Tactics dictaled his priorities, at least in
part.
“You c;n only digest so much,”
Bradley said in an interview. “If you’re
looking at tlie real reforms that affect
California, it’s [reform ofl the Central
Valley Projec:t.”
Intriguir .g trade-offs may happen
when Housl: and Senate negotiators
meet, as Miller pushes his irrigation
subsidy pro1)osals and Bradley drives
toward pioject reform. Another wrinkle
in the negoti: itions will be the talks over
a state takewer of the CVP, which
formally beg an in mid-April.
The pus I for a state takeover of the
Central \‘allf:y Project is a recurrent
theme in the. CW’s history; the facilities, after all, were first envisioned as a
state venture. In 1945 California Chamber of Cornnerce President Harrison
Robinson asserted in a statement included in t iat year’s Congressional
Record that ‘ Washington is 3000 miles,
and often 300,000 thought-miles away”
from the people reliant on the CVP.
“It requires little imagination to
foresee the administrator of a future
[CVP] using lis position and power to
override the social and economic views
of a majority of the citizens of CaliforJUNE 1992
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nia,”Robinson warned. The state eventually went so far as to commission a
study of the feasibility of a takeover, but
the momentum eventually faltered, in
part because of questions over price.
Legislation introduced by Bradley
in early 1991 called for a 16-member
advisory panel to study a possible state
takeover, with a recommendation due in
December 1993. And, originally, Governor Wilson’sadministration sounded very
cautious about the concept. “Integration
of [state and federal1 systems involves
extremely complex technical, economic,
legal, and policy issues that will take
considerable study and effort to identify
and resolve,”Wilson cautioned in a May
8, 1991, letter to Bradley. Interestingly,
Wilson’s letter expressed support only
for a study, but made no mention of
going further.
The latest wrinkle came in late
February. Senate staffers touring California water projects alerted Sun Francisco Chronicleenvironmental reporter
Elliot Diringer to their interest in a
possible state takeover of the C W . And
though the idea was not new, the
political context had changed.
California farmers were so unhappy

with the course of Senate negotiations
- and particularly the proposal made
by Johnston -that they wanted out. As
one congressional staffer friendly to
farmers put it: “If they weren’t scared,
no one would be considering this. It’s a
really catchy, sexy idea that only appears to solve serious, dirty problems.”
The Chronicle’s story in late February
(that indicated congressional interest in
a state takeover of the water project)
was quickly seized upon by the Wilson
administration and farmers, and the
long-dormant subject quickly achieved
independent momentum.

B

y this March, Interior Secretary
Manuel Lujan had modified his department’s previous position from willingness to discuss a state takeover to
“strong support for the transfer of the
CVP to the state of California following
negotiations providing reasonable terms
and conditions.” State and federal officials sat down together in mid-April,
and the Wilson administration was proclaiming its interest in finishing the
inordinately complex negotiations
within six months.
Ironically,the CVP reform measure

introduced by Wilson’s protege,
Seymour, in the Senate didn’t mention
at all the possibility of a state takeover.
And despite the protestations by Wilson administration officials that their
interest is sincere, cynicism abounds in
Washington - on all sides. Miller and
Bradley dismiss the negotiations as a
distraction from the serious reform issue at hand, while Central Valley lawmakers and others aligned with the
state’s farmers likewise pay little attention to the talks.
“It’s irrelevent to the process,”
Dooley said. “The transfer of the Central Valley Project is a much more complex issue than people have insinuated.
We are not going to see a transfer in one
year, or two years.”
But for all the cynicism, top state
and federal officials are pushing ahead
with their negotiations. And ultimately,
these talks that sprang from such political soil could well bear fruit; not, perhaps, in an outright sale of the multibillion dollar CVP to the state within six
months, but perhaps in a hybrid fix that
includes the state managing the project
in conjunction with reforms worked
out as a compromise in Congress.
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Will they save or
destroy public
education?

T

h(: initiative that could turn
C.ilifornia’spublic school system topsy-turvy appears
hi :aded for November’s balIC t. Long a favorite punching
big wherever people vocalize discon tent with “the way things are,”
the school system could be knocked to
its knees wh’m the votes are counted.
That’s 2 ssuming that something
over 600,000 iignatures on the initiative’s
petitions are validated as legal, allowing voters to decide whether to skewer
or to save frc e public school education
in California In the last week of April,
a spokesmari for the initiative’s sponsors, Kevin ’Ieasley, said some 950,000
signatures w mld be turned over to the
counties by t iat weeks end for verification, leaving ample margin for the
needed 630,100 plus to put the initiative on the kallot.
Sponsor 2d by a group named Excel
(Excellence 1 hrough Choice in Education) and backed to the tune of $1.5
million, the initiative is known as
Voucher/Choice. Its stated purpose is to
improve the pality of education, and it
seeks to ach .eve this by allowing par-
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By Stanley Moss
ents, starting with school year 1993-94,
to choose the schools - private or
public -they think most likely to meet
their children’s needs. The school of
choice would be paid by a voucher
issued to the child by the state. Also,
beginning the following year, 1994-95,
students enrolled in private schools as of
October 1, 1991, would receive similar
vouchers.
By pegging the voucher at 50 percent of what public schools receive for
each student, based on average daily
attendance (ADA), the initiative ensures that the voucher amount keeps
up with ADA increases. This year’sADA
payment to schools is $5200, making
the voucher worth $2600 next year, if
voters approve the scheme.
The day the initiative was made
public its proponents were singed by
angry blasts from all sides. Calculating
the devastating cost of vouchers to be
paid out of funds earmarked for the
state’s public schools, educators and
others were certain Excel’s real aim was
to destroy the existing public school
system. Nine separate organizations
joined together as the Committee to
Educate Against Vouchers. They represented parents, teachers, school administrators, school employees, school

boards and community colleges. “The
initiative,”they charged, “isn’tdesigned
to improve the school system [but] to
destroy it.”
Joseph Alibrandi, long-time vigorous critic of the public school system
and, as Excel’s co-chairman, the moving force behind the plan, denies any
such intention. “The objective here is
not to move kids out of public schools
into private schools. The objective is to
improve public schools.” Yet, at another point during a lengthy interview,
he said, “Peoplecan keep talking about
reforms [of the public education system] and all the rest, but I’ve come to
the conclusion the system is the problem. I’ve given up on it.”
Mary Bergan, president of the California Federation of Teachers (CFT),
labels the initiative “consumer fraud.”
Doing nothing to improve the ability of
schools to correct faults in the system,
she asserts, it gives money to families
already sending their children to private school. Thus, she stresses, families
unable to pay the difference between
$2600 and the “far higher tuition of the
typical private school” will keep their
children in the public system that Excel
criticizes as inadequate, and therefore
they don’t have the choice Excel claims
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